Preparation of 4-vinylpyridine (4VP) resin and its adsorption performance for heavy metal ions
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The study focused on the preparation of a chelating resin with pyridine ring as the functional group. The 4VP monomer was directly grafted on the surface of CMPS resin via SI-ATRP, and the performance of adsorption of resin for Cr(III), Pb(II), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II) was determined. With the extension of ATRP time and increase of 4VP consumption, the 4VP grafting rate was linearly increased, indicating an increase in the density of the pyridine ring on the resin surface. Adsorption experiments indicated that the adsorption capacity of the resin for the metal ions considerably improved when compared with that of those reported in literature, whereas the desorption rate and reusability were equivalent to those of the conventional resins. When the pH value was greater than 5.0, Pb(II), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II) ions could be adsorbed; however, when the pH value was less than 3.0, Cr(III) could be selectively adsorbed. These results are indicative of a potential application of the resin in the treatment of heavy metal wastewater. Therefore, adoption of one-step SI-ATRP is one of the effective methods for preparing a chelating resin with high capacity via the selection of an appropriate functional monomer.

1. Introduction

A traditional way to prepare a chelating resin is generally to functionalize the surface of the material with ligands of low molecular weight using covalent bonds. Due to the limited number of reaction sites on the material surface, the introduced functional group has low density, leading to a low adsorption volume.\(^1,2\) As is reported in some studies, the use of functional polymers to modify the material surface can significantly improve the density of the functional groups on the material surface; therefore, during recent years, some excellent modification methods, such as surface coating method and “Grafting to” and “Grafting from” chemical grafting methods, have emerged.\(^3,4\) Different from the “Grafting to” method, namely the direct anchorage of functional polymers onto the material surface, “Grafting from” method first use the molecular self-assembly technology to construct a high-oriented and closely-bonded “initiator self-assembly molecular layer” on the resin surface, and then utilize a living polymerization technique to in situ polymerize the small molecular monomers on the material surface. It is characterized with the abilities to form high-density polymer molecular brushes on the material surface and achieve the goal of connecting as many as possible functional groups within a limited area.\(^5,6\) Surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) is a “Grafting from” method developed during recent years and has been preliminarily applied to the preparation of adsorbing materials such as chromatographic fixed phase,\(^7,8\) chelating and ion exchange resins,\(^9\) and chelating and ion exchange adsorption films.\(^10\) Our group has proven that SI-ATRP is one of the new methods for the preparation of high volume adsorbing materials for anion and cation-exchange membranes.\(^11,12\)

From the perspective of monomer structures, vinyl pyridine contains –N=–, which has one unused electron pair that is not involved in the conjugated system on the ring; therefore, the vinyl pyridine modified resin has advantages and specific functions as compared to those of the styrene resin.\(^13–15\) The carbon atoms and nitrogen atoms on the pyridine ring are bonded via sp\(^2\) hybrid orbitals. Each atom in the ring contains 1 p orbital, and each p orbital contributes 1 electron for a total of 6 p electrons; thus, an annular enclosed conjugated system is formed that conforms to the Hückel’s rule (4\(n\) + 2) of aromaticity. One sp\(^2\) hybrid orbital can also be found on the nitrogen atom, occupied by one lone pair of electrons, which is not involved in bonding and can therefore bind with the protons; therefore, pyridine is alkaline and also acts as a good ligand, which can bind or react with multiple metal ions to form complexes. 4-Vinylpyridine block copolymer is a very important type of polymer that can manifest an excellent performance due to the presence of nitrogen atoms on the pyridine ring; therefore, they can form self-assembly supramolecular structures\(^16\) and are capable of coordinating with metal ions.\(^17,18\) As reported in some previous studies, the 4-vinylpyridine-grafted polyethylene terephthalate fiber can effectively remove Cr(III), Cu(II), and Cd(II) from a solution,\(^19\) and the 4-vinylpyridine-modified polyethylene glycol dimethacrylate and glycol dimethacrylate microspheres exhibit a good adsorption performance for Pb(II), Cd(II), Cr(III), and Cu(II).\(^20\)
Benzyl chloride is an effective initiator in the ATRP reactions and chloromethylated polystyrene contains benzyl chloride initiation sites. In this study, based on 4-vinylpyridine (4VP) as the functional monomer, a novel type of poly-4-vinylpyridine chelating polymeric adsorbent (P4VP-g-PS) was prepared using the SI-ATRP method to directly modify 4VP on the CMPS resin surface. The synthetic resin obtained using the abovementioned resin to adsorb Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) has been characterized with a relatively high adsorption volume and can be repeatedly used, providing a feasible idea and method for the preparation of novel polymeric adsorbent.

2. Experiment

2.1 Reagents and devices

Chloromethylated polystyrene (Xi’an Lanxiao Science and Technology New Material Co., Ltd., with a chlorinity of 18% (mass fraction), a content of cross-linking agents of 6% (mass fraction)), 4-vinylpyridine (CP, Shanghai Aladdin), cuprous bromide (CP, Tianjin Chemical Reagent Factory), 2,2’-bipyridine (CP, Tianjin Chemical Reagent Factory), tetrahydrofuran (CP, Tianjin Hedong District Hongyan Reagent), acetone (CP, Luoyang Chemical Reagent Factory), methanol (CP, Tianjin Hedong District Hongyan Reagent), ethanol (CP, Luoyang Chemical Reagent Factory), sodium acetate (CP, Tianjin Hedong District Hongyan Reagent), glacial acetic acid (CP, Tianjin Chemical Reagent Factory), sodium ethylene diamine tetraacetate (CP, Tianjin Chemical Reagent Factory), sodium peroxide (AR, Tianjin Chemical Reagent Factory), K₂Cr₂O₇ (AR, Tianjin Fuchen Chemical Reagent Factory), Pb(NO₃)₂(AR, Tianjin Fuchen Chemical Reagent Factory), Cr(NO₃)₃·9H₂O(AR, Tianjin Fuchen Chemical Reagent Factory), Cd(NO₃)₂·4H₂O (AR, Tianjin Fuchen Chemical Reagent Factory), ZnSO₄·7H₂O (AR, Tianjin Fuchen Chemical Reagent Factory), K₂Cr₂O₇ (AR, Tianjin Fuchen Chemical Reagent Factory), KNO₃ (AR, Tianjin Fuchen Chemical Reagent Factory), Cd(NO₃)₂·4H₂O (AR, Tianjin Fuchen Chemical Reagent Factory).

TENSOR type 27 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Bruker, Germany), Rario type II elemental analyser (Elementar, Germany), novAA400 atomic absorption spectrometer (Analytik Jena AG, Germany), KYKY-2800B scanning electron microscope (KYKY Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing), and K-Alpha X-ray electron spectrometer (Termo Fisher, USA); Micromeritics ASAP 2010 (Georgia USA).

2.2 Preparation of P4VP-g-PS resin

(1) 5 g of chloromethylated polystyrene (macromolecular initiator), 0.5 g of 2,2’-bipyridine, 0.05 g of cuprous bromide, 50 mL of acetone, and a certain amount of monomer 4-vinylpyridine were combined; after freezing and evacuation, nitrogen gas was purged for 3 cycles for about 30 min; and the abovementioned substances were allowed to react at 40 °C for a certain period of time.

(2) Removal of copper ion: the products were washed using acetone followed by stirring in 10% EDTA (EDTA/ethanol volume ratio: 1 : 1) for 24 hours. Then, they were filtered and washed with water and finally with ethanol. They were dried under vacuum at 35 °C.

The polymerization time and monomer dosage were used to control the degree of grafting (GD) of 4-vinylpyridine in CMPS and GD can be calculated using the following equation:

$$GD(\%) = \left( \frac{W_b - W_a}{W_b} \right) \times 100\%$$

where $W_a$—mass of the resin after reaction (g) and $W_b$—mass of the resin before reaction (g).

2.3 Structural characterization of resin

Infrared spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and elemental analysis were used to characterize the CMPS and P4VP-g-PS resins.

2.4 Monocomponent adsorption experiment

The tests using P4VP-g-PS to adsorb Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) at a specified temperature proceeded according to the following steps:

Adsorption isotherm test: the pH value of the Cr(Ⅵ) stock solution was adjusted to 3.0, whereas the pH value of the Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) stock solutions was adjusted to 5.0. The solutions were then diluted using NaAc–HAc buffer solution to obtain the solutions at different concentrations (from 0.5 mmol L⁻¹ to 8.0 mmol L⁻¹). 0.1 g of resin was added to 100 mL of the abovementioned solutions. The beaker was placed onto a constant temperature oscillator and oscillated at a rate of 200 rpm at a constant temperature for 12 hours. Curves were plotted for $Q_e$ versus $C_e$ to determine the Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) adsorption isotherms.

Adsorption kinetic test: the initial concentration of Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) solutions was 5 mmol L⁻¹, the pH value of the Cr(Ⅵ) solution was 3.0, and the pH value of Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) solutions was 5.0; the pH value was not adjusted during the adsorption process. 1 mL of solution was extracted at regular intervals; atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) was used to determine the concentration of metal ions in the solution and the adsorption volume of the resin was calculated. A dynamical parameter curve was plotted for adsorptive capacity ($Q$) versus adsorption time ($t$).

During the study of the effects of pH on the adsorptive capacity, the HAc–NaAc buffer solution was used to prepare the Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) stock solutions at different pH values at an initial concentration of 5 mmol L⁻¹.

After the adsorption was completed, 0.2 μm membrane filtration was performed to separate the resin and atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) was used to determine the concentration of the residual metal ions in the filtrate. Finally, the adsorptive capacity ($Q$) was calculated as follows:

$$Q = \frac{(C_0 - C)V}{W}$$

where $Q$—adsorptive capacity (mmol g⁻¹); $C_0$ and $C$ represent the initial concentration of the metal ions in the solution and the concentration of those after adsorption (mmol L⁻¹), respectively; $V$—volume (L); and $W$—the resin mass (g).
2.5 Selective adsorption

0.1 g of resin was added to a binary system consisting of Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Cr(Ⅵ)-Zn(Ⅱ), or Cr(Ⅵ)-Cd(Ⅱ), as well as a quinary system consisting of Cr(Ⅵ)-Pb(Ⅱ)-Cr(Ⅲ)-Zn(Ⅱ)-Cd(Ⅱ) for adsorption; the initial concentration of all the metal ions was 5 mmol L⁻¹ and the pH value was 3.0; the pH value was not adjusted during the adsorption process. Determination of the adsorptive capacity was carried out according to the abovementioned method.

2.6 Desorption and repeated use of metal ions

The performance for repeated use is a very important index or parameter to determine whether the adsorption materials are of value for practical applications. The polymeric adsorbents saturated with Cr(Ⅵ) are added to a 1 mol L⁻¹ KOH solution, whereas the resin saturated with Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) was added to a 0.1 mol L⁻¹ HNO₃ solution and stirred at room temperature for 5 hours to desorb the metal ions that were adsorbed on the material surface. The degree of desorption was calculated according to following formula (3):

\[
\text{Degree of desorption (\%)} = \frac{\text{mass of the desorbed metal ions/mass of the adsorbed metal ions} \times 100}{\%}
\]

To further determine the reusability of the resin, 10 consecutive adsorption–desorption cycles were conducted.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Preparation of 4-vinylpyridine (4VP) resin

The synthetic process for the preparation of 4-vinylpyridine (4VP) resin is shown in Fig. 1. SI-ATRP was used to directly graft the 4-vinylpyridine monomer on the surface of CMPS resin. During the ATRP polymerization reaction, the initiator was generally an alkyl halide containing conjugation-inducing groups at the α site, whereas the catalyst was a low valent transition metal chloride or bromide. Since the metal halide has a poor solubility, coordination agents must be used to increase the dissolution of the catalysts. In this study, CuBr was the catalyst, 2,2′-bipyridine was the coordination agent, chloromethylated and polystyrene were directly used as solid initiator(s) due to the content of the chloromethylated substance itself. The introduction of poly 4-vinylpyridine molecular brushes on the surface of the resin via the SI-ATRP method could increase the density of the pyridine rings on the surface of the material. During SI-ATRP, the amount of polymers grafted on the surface is associated with the polymerization time and monomer concentration. Fig. 2 and 3 present the relationship of grafting degree with the polymerization time and monomer concentration.

As is shown in Fig. 2, within 10 hours, the grafting degree of 4-vinylpyridine linearly increased with the increase in the polymerization time, indicating that the thickness of P4VP on the resin surface linearly increased. After 10 hours, the degree of grafting reached 75%. However, with the prolonged polymerization time, the growth rate gradually became slow due to the following reasons: with the progress of the reaction, the concentration of the monomer 4VP significantly decreased, the high rate of 4VP at the beginning was somewhat controlled, and double-base coupling and double-base disproportionation termination were the dominant reactions. As is shown in Fig. 3, the degree of grafting linearly increased with the increase in the monomer dosage. The abovementioned analysis indicates that the polymerization of 4-vinylpyridine on the material surface belongs to the active controllable polymerization, showing that on controlling the polymerization time and monomer dosage, the grafting amount of 4-vinylpyridine can be controlled.

The relationship between the grafting degree and adsorptive capacity was investigated. Fig. 2 and 3 present the volume of Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) adsorbed by the P4VP resin at different ATRP time intervals and at different 4VP dosages. As is shown in Fig. 2, within 10 hours, with the prolonging of the ATRP reaction time, the adsorptive capacity linearly increased, presenting a direct proportion with the grafting amount of 4-vinylpyridine on the resin surface. After 10 hours, the rising
tendency of the adsorptive capacity becomes slow probably due to the following reasons: with the prolonging in the polymerization time, the surface and interiors of the resin were covered with relatively long P4VP polymer brushes; however, the volume of the resin surface holes was limited, such that when the polymers obstruct the holes, the ATRP reaction will stop. As is shown in Fig. 3, when the 4VP dosage is within 10 mL, the adsorptive capacity linearly increases with the monomer dosage and is in a direct proportion with the amount of 4VP grafted on the resin surface. When the volume exceeds 10 mL, the rising tendency of the adsorptive capacity becomes slow probably due to the following reasons: with the increase in the monomer dosage, the density of 4VP on the resin surface increases, resulting in varying degrees of obstruction in the holes on the resin surface and preventing the reactions from proceeding further. Thus, the abovementioned analyses indicate that it is appropriate to control the ATRP reaction time and 4VP dosage within 10 h and 10 mL, respectively.

3.2 Resin characterization

Infrared spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, elemental analysis, and XPS were used to characterize the CMPS and P4VP-g-PS resin.

The infrared spectra are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), the absorption peaks at 759 and 698 cm\(^{-1}\) represent the stretching vibrations of C–Cl in –CH\(_2\)Cl. After surface modification, when compared with Fig. 4(a), obvious changes in these two characteristic absorption peaks were observed (Fig. 4(b)). In Fig. 4(b), the C=N absorption peaks on the pyridine ring appeared near 1605 cm\(^{-1}\), 1597 cm\(^{-1}\), 1557 cm\(^{-1}\), and 1415 cm\(^{-1}\) are the stretching vibration peaks of the pyridine ring, indicating that pyridine groups have been successfully grafted on the surface of the chloromethylated polystyrene resin.

Analysis of the XPS spectra (Fig. 5), showed the modification in the resin structure. There was no N absorption peak in the unmodified CMPS resin; after the SI-ATRP reaction, an N1s absorption peak appeared at 399.8 eV in the spectrum of the P4VP-g-PS resin, indicating that pyridine rings were successfully grafted on the resin surface. XPS analysis also indicated the content of the elements on the resin surface, as shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, the N content on the surface of P4VP-g-PS resin increases with the increase in the polymerization time. This further verified that the degree of grafting would increase with the increase in the polymerization time.

Peak splitting was further performed for the C1s peak to obtain the detailed information about the changes in the components of the resin surface (Fig. 6).

For CMPS, the C1s peak was split into two peaks at 284.3 and 286.2 eV (Fig. 6(A)), which correspond to C–C and C–C1, respectively. For P4VP-g-PS, the C1s peak was split into three peaks at 284.13 eV, 285.6 eV, and 286.92 eV (Fig. 6(B)), which correspond to C–C, C–N, and C–Cl bonds, respectively.
indicating that the pyridine ring was successfully grafted on the resin surface.

The differences in surface topography of the resin before and after the modification were studied by scanning electron microscopy. Fig. 7 displays the SEM images of the CMPS resin and P4VP-g-PS resin, indicating that obvious changes have occurred in the surface topography of the modified resin. A comparison with the non-modified CMPS resin indicates that the surface of P4VP-g-PS resin became smooth. The probable reasons are as follows: after the use of ATRP technology to graft the 4VP monomer on the CMPS resin surface, the surface is covered with high-density polymer molecular brushes, partially obstructing the original resin holes and therefore making the modified resin surface smooth.

3.3 Adsorption test

3.3.1 Adsorption isotherm. Adsorption isotherms are often used to measure the adsorption performance of the chelating resins for heavy metal ions. The adsorption isotherms of the P4VP-g-PS resin against Cr(III), Pb(II), Cr(VI), Zn(II), and Cd(II) at 25 °C are shown in Fig. 8.

Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption isotherm models were used to explain the experimental data for adsorption. According to the Langmuir model, adsorption of metal ions happened on monomolecular layers with even surfaces, whereas according to the Freundlich model, adsorption of metal ions happened on heterogeneous surfaces. Langmuir adsorption isotherm models are shown in formula (4):

$$\frac{C_e}{Q_e} = \frac{C_e}{Q_0} + \frac{1}{Q_0 b}$$

where $Q_e$ represents the adsorptive capacity (mmol g$^{-1}$), $C_e$ represents the equilibrium concentration of the metal ions (mmol L$^{-1}$), $Q_0$ represents the saturation adsorption (mmol
The value of the linearly dependent coefficient $R^2$ verified that the Langmuir model was a better fit for the experimental data than the Freundlich model; therefore, the adsorption process can be described using the Langmuir model, indicating that the adsorption of resin on heavy metal ions belong to the monomolecular layer adsorption.

As shown in Table 2, the maximum adsorptive capacity of P4VP-g-PS resin for Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) was 4.56 mmol g$^{-1}$, 2.83 mmol g$^{-1}$, 1.94 mmol g$^{-1}$, 1.76 mmol g$^{-1}$, and 1.01 mmol g$^{-1}$, respectively. The comparison with other reagents is shown in Table 3 and shows that the amount of Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) adsorbed by the P4VP-g-PS resin is far higher than those of the other adsorbents. ATRP reaction increases the density of the pyridine ring on the surface of P4VP-g-PS resin, such that the resin has a relatively high adsorptive capacity. This indicates that the adoption of ATRP technology to graft the functional monomer on the resin surface is an effective method to prepare a high-capacity chelating resin.

### 3.3.2 Effects of the experimental conditions on the adsorption performance of the product

1. **Effect of medium pH.** Solution pH has a direct effect on the adsorption sites, adsorbent surface, and chemical morphology of the metal ions. As for most adsorption processes, pH value not only affects the characteristics of the composition of the surface structures of polymeric adsorbents but also affects the chemical identity of the heavy metal ions in the solution, thereby shifting the adsorption equilibrium.

   Fig. 9 presents a plot of the amount of adsorbed metal ions at equilibrium state versus pH, indicating that changes in the pH value have great effects on the amount of Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) adsorbed by the resin. In the case of a pH value of 3.0, the adsorptive capacity for Cr(Ⅵ) was the strongest, whereas in the case of a pH value of 5.0, the adsorption capacity for Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) reached a peak value. The reason behind this phenomenon is the formation of ions and chelating functionality at different pH environments:

   (1) When the pH value was relatively low, the N atom on the pyridine ring is easy to be protonated and loaded with positive charges; thus, the adsorptive capacity for Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) is relatively poor. A very high concentration of H$^+$ at the interface had electrostatic repulsion effects on the positively charged Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) ions, thereby preventing their approach to the resin surface. A low pH value meant

   - The value of $b$ is the Langmuir adsorption constant. The Langmuir constant has the following relationship with the adsorption equilibrium constant in the solid-liquid phase (aqueous solution):

   $$b = (K_C - 1) \times \frac{M}{\rho}$$

   where $M$ and $\rho$ represent the molar mass (g mol$^{-1}$) and density (g L$^{-1}$) of the solvent water, respectively.

   A plot of $C_e/Q_e$ versus $C_e$ can generate a straight line with slope of $1/Q_0$ and intercept of $1/Q_0b$. Analysis of the experimental data obtained from the Langmuir adsorption isotherm model revealed that $C_e/Q_e$ had a linear relationship with $C_e$ and indicated that the adsorption behavior conforms to the Langmuir adsorption isotherm model. The values of $b$, $Q_0$, and linearly dependent coefficient are shown in Table 2.

   The Freundlich adsorption isotherm model is shown in formula (6):

   $$\ln Q_e = \ln K_F + \frac{1}{n} \ln C_e$$

   where $K_F$ is the empirical parameter and $n$ is the Freundlich constant. A plot of $\ln Q_e$ versus $\ln C_e$ can generate a straight line with a slope of $1/n$ and intercept of $\ln K_F$. The values of $K_F$, $n$, and the linearly dependent coefficient are shown in Table 2.

### Table 2 Langmuir and Freundlich constants for Cr(Ⅵ), Pb(Ⅱ), Cr(Ⅲ), Zn(Ⅱ), and Cd(Ⅱ) adsorption on PVT resins at 25 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal ions</th>
<th>$Q_0$ (mmol g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$K_C$</th>
<th>$R_L^2$</th>
<th>$K_F$</th>
<th>$\frac{1}{n}$</th>
<th>$R_F^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cd(Ⅱ)</td>
<td>1.136</td>
<td>1.062</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.98705</td>
<td>1.114</td>
<td>0.6262</td>
<td>0.97244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn(Ⅱ)</td>
<td>2.108</td>
<td>1.164</td>
<td>65.67</td>
<td>0.99284</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.6192</td>
<td>0.9702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr(Ⅲ)</td>
<td>2.086</td>
<td>1.781</td>
<td>99.94</td>
<td>0.99564</td>
<td>1.797</td>
<td>0.7999</td>
<td>0.94258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb(Ⅱ)</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>1.823</td>
<td>102.28</td>
<td>0.9953</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.6393</td>
<td>0.9569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr(Ⅵ)</td>
<td>4.695</td>
<td>1.284</td>
<td>72.33</td>
<td>0.98682</td>
<td>2.322</td>
<td>0.7601</td>
<td>0.97896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a more obvious protonation effect; a smaller number of nitrogen atoms that experience chelation will be unfavorable to the reaction with the metal ions and will decrease the adsorption performance. In the case of a pH value of 5.0, the N atom on the pyridine ring is electroneutral, but it contains a lone electron pair, which can adsorb Pb(II), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II) ions, as shown in Fig. 10.

(2) The stability curve of Cr(VI) showed that the main form of Cr(VI) in the solution is HCrO$_4^{-}$/CrO$_4^{2-}$/Cr$_2$O$_7^{2-}$ and other oxygen-containing anions. In the case of a relatively low pH value, HCrO$_4^{-}$ is the main species, whereas CrO$_4^{2-}$ is the main form at a pH greater than 7.0. In the case of a pH value of 3.0, the N atom on the pyridine ring is protonated and positively charged, and the protonated groups can attract the anions including Cr(vi) through the electrostatic interactions. In the case of an increase in the pH value, the protonated groups relatively decrease and the adsorption of Cr(vi) through electrostatic interactions is not important anymore, as shown in Fig. 11.

The abovementioned analysis indicate that the optimum pH value for the selective separation of Cr(VI) from Pb(II), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II) was 3.0.

(2) Effects of temperature. Temperature is an important parameter that affects the adsorption process, and Fig. 12 presents the adsorption isotherms of P4VP-g-PS resin for Cr(VI), Pb(II), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II).
Pb(II), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II) at different temperatures. As shown in the images, with the increase in temperature, the adsorptive capacity of the P4VP-g-PS resin for various kinds of metal ions slightly increases. With the increase in temperature, the ions are more apt to diffuse and the resin will become dilated to varying degrees, leading to a certain increase in the adsorptive capacity. However, the effects of temperature on the adsorptive capacity were not significant.

A thermodynamic study was employed to better explain the reaction process, and some thermodynamic studies, such as Gibbs free energy ($\Delta G$), enthalpy change ($\Delta H$), and entropy change ($\Delta S$), can be obtained through the calculation via the following formulas (7) and (8):

$$
\Delta G = -RT \ln K_C
$$

(7)

$$
\Delta G = \Delta H - T\Delta S
$$

(8)

where $R$ represents the gas constant $8.314 \text{ J K}^{-1} \text{ mol}^{-1}$, $T$ is the absolute temperature ($K$), and $K_C$ is the adsorption equilibrium constant, which can be obtained from the Langmuir adsorption isotherm at different temperatures.

The van’t Hoff equation can be deduced through the formulas (7) and (8) as follows:

$$
\ln K_C = -\Delta H / RT + \Delta S / R
$$

(9)

The results of the analysis of data presented in Fig. 12 using formulas (7) to (9) are shown in Table 4.

As shown in the analysis of the thermodynamic data in Table 4, $\Delta G$ is a negative value, indicating that the adsorption process of P4VP-g-PS resin on the metal ions is spontaneous; with the increase in temperature, $\Delta G$ value slightly decreases, indicating that the adsorptive capacity will somewhat increase at a relatively high temperature. $\Delta H$ and $\Delta S$ were positive, indicating that the adsorption process of P4VP-g-PS resin on metal ions was a heat-absorbing and entropy-driven spontaneous process.

### 3.3.3 Adsorption dynamics

Adsorption dynamics describe the rate of adsorption of metal ions by resin, which is one of the most important factors for the investigation of resin adsorption performance. The adsorption kinetic curve of P4VP-g-PS against Cr(III), Pb(II), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II) are shown in Fig. 13.

As shown in Fig. 13, the adsorption rate was relatively rapid at the beginning, and then it gradually flattened out. The time taken by the five kinds of metal ions to reach the adsorption equilibrium is within 120 min. During metal ion adsorption by porous adsorbents, metal ions must first reach the boundary, then diffuse to the resin surface and enter the porous structures of the resin to bind with the chelation sites. Therefore, a relatively long contact time is required during the adsorption process.

The adsorption mechanism of resin can be predicted through the adsorption kinetic study. The ion exchange process was very rapid and mainly controlled through the diffusion rate. Chelation was activated very slowly and was often dependent on the particle diffusion mechanism of a quasi-secondary reaction.

The kinetic equation of a quasi-secondary reaction is given as follows:
where $t$ represents the adsorption time (h), $k$ is the adsorption rate constant (g mmol$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$), and $Q_t$ and $Q_e$ represent the time $t$ and the adsorptive capacity when the equilibrium is achieved (mmol g$^{-1}$).

Formula (10) is used for the curve fitting of the adsorption kinetic data; plotting of $t/Q_t$ against $t$ generated a straight line. The linearly dependent coefficient of the straight line was greater than 0.998, indicating that adsorption of resin for Cr(vi), Pb(ii), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II) conformed to a quasi-secondary kinetic model and further proved that the P4VP-g-PS resin adsorbed the metal ions via chelation effects. Through the intercept and the slope of the straight line, the reaction rate constant of Cr(vi), Pb(ii), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II) were obtained to be 0.689, 0.703, 0.375, 0.230, and 0.194 g mmol$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$.

### 3.3.4 Selective adsorption

P4VP-g-PS resin can selectively separate Cr(vi) from the secondary or quinary solution. In the case of a pH value of 3.0, P4VP-g-PS adsorbs metal ions from the solutions containing the same concentration of Cr(vi), Pb(ii), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II), and the results are shown in Fig. 14.

Under normal circumstances, electrostatic interactions, surface complexation, and ion exchange are often considered as the main adsorption mechanisms. As previously reported, the pyridine ring functional groups on the resin surface can effectively absorb Cr(vi) in a solution. Therefore, the interaction between the P4VP-g-PS resin and metal ions mainly depends on the pyridine rings on the resin surface. In a multicomponent system, P4VP-g-PS presents a relatively high affinity for Cr(vi) and the existence of Zn(II) and Cd(II) in the solution has few effects on the adsorption of Cr(vi) by P4VP-g-PS resin. In the binary solutions of Cr(vi)-Zn(II), Cr(vi)-Cd(II), Cr(vi)-Cr(III), and Cr(vi)-Pb(ii) and the quinary Cr(vi)-Pb(ii)-Cr(III)-Zn(II)-Cd(II) systems, the adsorption selectivity for Cr(vi) was as high as 98%.

In the case of a pH value of 3.0, P4VP-g-PS resin highly selectively adsorbs Cr(vi) in the secondary or quinary solution. Therefore, in the solution containing Pb(ii), Cr(vi), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II), P4VP-g-PS resin quantitatively and selectively adsorbed Cr(vi) via controlling the pH value of solution.

### 3.3.5 Resin desorption and performance for repeated use

Fig. 15 displays the process of using 1 mol L$^{-1}$ KOH solution for the desorption of Cr(vi) and 0.1 mol L$^{-1}$ HNO solution for the desorption of Pb(ii), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II), indicating that the metal ions can be easily desorbed within 60 min. The studies on the metal ion desorption further proved that there is electrostatic interaction between Cr(vi) and P4VP-g-PS resin.

To investigate the regeneration performance of the resin, the metal ions were adsorbed and desorbed using the same method over ten cycles, and the experimental results are shown in Table 5.
The maximal adsorptive capacities of 4-vinylpyridine resin for Cr(VI), Pb(II), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II) were 4.56 mmol g\(^{-1}\), 2.83 mmol g\(^{-1}\), 1.94 mmol g\(^{-1}\), 1.76 mmol g\(^{-1}\), and 1.01 mmol g\(^{-1}\), respectively. When the pH value was greater than 5.0, the resin can adsorb Pb(II), Cr(III), Zn(II), and Cd(II) ions; when the pH value was less than 3.0, the resin can selectively absorb Cr(VI). The method has a good metal ion desorption rate and good performance for repeated use, without obvious change in the adsorptive capacity. Therefore, 4-vinylpyridine resin had potential prospects of application during the processing of heavy metal wastewater.
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